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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with optimal control problems of the form 
min{J(u, y)+~Au, VI: (u, y)E Ux Y}, (1.1) 
where U, Y are respectively the space of controls and the space of state 
variables, A c U x Y is the set of admissible pairs (often determined by dif- 
ferential equations, constraints, etc.), J: U x Y + [0, + co] is the cost 
function, and x,, is the characteristic function of /1 defined by 
if (u, y)~ A 
otherwise. 
A well-known method to prove existence of solutions of the problem (1.1) 
is the so-called Direct Method which consists in the following: find a 
topology t on U and a topology CT on Y such that 
(i) the functional (u, y) H J(u, y) + x,,(u, v) is z x a-lower semicon- 
tinuous; 
(ii) the functional J(u, v) + ~,,(u, y) is z x a-coercive, i.e., for every 
12 0 there exists a z x o-compact subset K;. of U x Y such that 
Usually, the space (U, r) is a space LP(Q) endowed with its weak topology, 
the space (Y, G) is a Sobolev space W’~y(Q) endowed with its weak 
topology (or with the L”(Q) topology in the one-dimensional case), and 
condition (ii) is guaranteed by some boundedness or growth hypotheses on 
J and A. 
When condition (i) is not fulfilled, in general the existence of a solution 
of (1.1) may fail; nevertheless, it may be interesting to study the asymptotic 
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behaviour of the minimizing sequences (u,, y,,) of J+ x,, (which, under 
condition (ii), are r x o-compact). To do this, we introduce the relaxed 
problem 
min(F(u, y): (u, y)E Ux Y}, 
where i? U x Y -+ [0, + cc ] is defined by 
F((u, y) = inf inf liminf[J(u,, yII) + xJu,,, Jo)], 
u/,-u I’,,-r h-r 
and we prove that, under suitable hypotheses, P can be split into a new 
cost function and the characteristic function of a new set of admissible 
pairs: 
h4 Y) = au, Y) + XAU, J-1. (1.2) 
The main property of F is that 
inf F= inf F 
L’X Y L’x Y 
and that every convergent minimizing sequence of F tends to some 
minimum point of i? 
Relaxation problems in Calculus of Variations and in Optimal Control 
Theory have been widely studied (see, e.g., [ 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 161 for 
Calculus of Variations, and [9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 201 for Optimal Con- 
trol Theory ). 
After introducing the abstract setting of the problem (Sect. 2), we con- 
sider the relaxation of Optimal Control Problems governed by ordinary 
differential equations (Sect. 3) and by elliptic partial differential equations 
(Sect. 4). In both cases, the new cost function 7 and the new admissible set 
;I appearing in (1.2) are explicitly determined in terms of J and A. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ABSTRACT RESULTS 
Let X, , X, be topological spaces, let F: X, x X, + R be a function, and 
let .‘c, E X, , x2 E Xz. We indicate by Z( 1) the “sup” operator and by Z( -1) 
the “inf” operator. For i = 1, 2, let Si be the set of all sequences in Xi con- 
verging to x, and let tl, = +l. Following [4] we define (sequential = seq). 
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For example, writing for brevity XT instead of X,+l and X,7 instead of X,-l, 
we have 
When a r,,,-limit is independent of the sign a = +1 associated to one of 
the spaces, then this sign will be omitted. For example, if 
then their common value will be indicated by f,,,(X,, X,+) F(x,, x2). The 
following two propositions are proved in [4]. 
Pft0P0sITI0~ 2.1. Let Qx,, x2)=rseq(X;, X?)F(x,, x2) for every 
(xl,xz)eX, xX,. Then we have 
inf F= inf F. 
XIX y2 XI x x2 
Moreover, ifthere exists (xf, xi) + (x,, x2) with lim, F(x’,‘, xi) = inf,Y, x x2 F, 
then (x,, x2) is a minimum point for F on X, x X,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let F, G be two functions from X, x X, into [0, + co] 
and let (x,, x2) E X, x X,. Suppose there exist 
L,GG x,1 F(x, 9 -4 and 
Then we have 
L,(G XT )CF+ Glb, > 4 
= ~s,,(x;, x,1 Fb, > 4 + fseq(X~ 9 x; 1 G(x, 5 4. 
The functional F of Proposition 2.1 is called the relaxed functional of F. 
Remark 2.3. Let i”= T,,,(X,, XT ) F and let G: X, x X, + R be any 
sequentially continuous function. Then it is easy to verify that 
F+ G = l-&X;, X,- )[F+ G]. 
The following proposition will be useful in the applications to optimal con- 
trol problems. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F: X, x X, + fi be a function, let X3 be another 
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topological space, and iet E: X, x X2 -+ P(X,) (the family of all subsets of 
A’,) he such that the following compactness condition holds: 
for every (x,, x2) E X, x X2 and for every sequence (x’;, x’;) con- 
verging to (x,, x2) with F(x:, xi) bounded, there exists u 
sequence x’; E E(x:, x’;) relatively compact in X,. (2.1) 
Then, setting 
bve have jbr every (x,, x2) E X, x X2 
Prooj: Let (x,, x2, x3) E X, x X2 x X, and let (.x:1, .Y;, .y’j) --f (.u,, .Y:. .u3). 
Then we have F(x:, x”,) < G(x:, x:, x:) and so 
I’,,,(X, , xi 1 F(x ,,x,)dZ-,,,((X,x&) 3x2 )G(.~,,-yz>.~-i). 
Consider now (.u ,,x,)EX,XX~ and (-u~,~/z’)-,(.t-,..~~); we have to show 
that 
therefore we may assume that liminf,, ~ F(x”, hi) is a limit and that 
F(x:, ~2) is bounded. By property (2.1), possibly passing to a subsequence, 
there exists ,$ E Z(.$, x2) converging to some .y3 E X,. Then 
An optimal control problem can be formulated in the following way. Let 1 
(the space of state variables) and U (the space of controls) be two 
topological spaces, let J: U x Y -+ [0, + cc] be a function (the cost 
function) and let n be a subset of Ux Y (the set of admissible pairs, deter- 
mined in many cases by differential equations or differential inclusions. 
constraints, etc.). Setting 
X/d4 Y) = 
0 if (u, 1.)~ /i 
+cx: otherwise 
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the problem of optimal control is 
min(J(u, Y) + XAU, Y): (4 y) E Ux Y>. 
Denote by F the functional F(u, y) = J(u, y) + x,,(u, y) and by F its relaxed 
functional defined by 
by Proposition 2.1 every convergent minimizing sequence of F tends to 
some minimum points of F. 
We shall be concerned with the problem of characterizing explicitely the 
functional F in terms of the cost function J and of the admissible set A. The 
following proposition will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Denote by 6, the discrete topology on Y and let J: 
UxY+[O,+m]besuchthatforeveryy,z~Yandu~U 
J(K Y) d J(u, z) + NY, z) @(u, ~1, (2.2) 
where o: Y x Y -+ [0, + co] and @: U x Y + [0, + m] are such that 
for every y E Y and every y, + y 
lim 4yh, y)=jimm O(Y, yh)=O; (2.3) h-too 
if (u,, yh) is convergent and J(Q) y,,) is bounded, 
then @(u,, , y,,) is bounded. (2.4) 
Then for every (u, y) E U x Y there exists rseq( U-, Y) J(u, y) and we have 
rs,,(u-, Y) J(K Y) = L&K 6,) J(u, Y). 
Proof: Let (u, y) E U x Y and let (u,,, yh) + (u, y); to prove that 
r&u-, 6,) J(u, Y)G's,,W-, Y-1 J(u, Y) (2.5) 
it will suffice to show that liminf, _ m J(u,, y) d liminf, _ o. J(u,, yh). 
Possibly passing to subsequences, we may assume that liminf,, _ m J(u,, y,,) 
is a limit and that J(u,, yh) is bounded. Then using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) we get 
lfyizf J(u,, Y) G l~mi$CJ(u,, yh) + O(Y, yh) @(u,, yh)l 
< liminf J(u,, yh) + lihmyp My, y,J @(z+,, yh) 
h-r co 
= limitf J(u,, y,,). 
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Consider now (u, y) E U x Y and u,, -+ U; to prove that 
LJu- > y+) J(u, Y) 6 T,,,(U 9 6 Y) J(k Y) (2.6) 
it will suffice to show that for every y, + y we have 
limi,zf J(u,, yh) 6 liminf J(u,, y). 
As before, we may assume that liminf,, ~ J(u,, 4’) is a limit and that 
J(u,, y) is bounded. Then using (2.2), (2.3) (2.4) we get for every yh + J’ 
and so, by (2.5) and (2.6) the proposition is proved. 1 
By using Propositions 2.2 and 2.5 we obtain 
THEOREM 2.6. Let J: U x Y + [IO, + x], let A c U x Y, und let 
(u, y ) E U x Y. Assume that 
(i) the function J satisfies conditions (2.2), (2.3), (2.4); 
(ii) there exists fseq(U, Y-.) x,~(u, y). 
Then, denoting by F the relaxed functional of J + x,,, we have 
3. PROBLEMS WITH ORDINARY STATE EQUATIONS 
In this section we give some applications of the previous abstract results 
by characterizing the relaxed functional related to some optimal control 
problems governed by ordinary differential equations. 
Let I, m, n be positive integers and let p, q E 11, + z]. By Y we denote 
the space W’-‘(0, 1; R”) endowed with the L”(0, 1; R”) topology, by U the 
space Lp( 0, ; R”) endowed with its weak topology (weak * if p = + cx3 ), and 
by V the space Lq(O, 1; R’) endowed with its weak topology (weak* if 
q= +a). Letf: [0, ] xR”xR” -+ [0, + co] be a Bore1 function: for every 
y E Y, u E U define the cost function 
J(u, ?i,=!” f(t, y(t)> dt))dt. 
0 
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The admissible set LI is defined by 
A = Uh v) E ux y: y’(t) Ea(& y(t)) + B(f, y(t)) b(f, u(t)) 
a.e. on [0, 11, y(to) E K} 
where a: [0, l] x R” -+ R” and B: [0, l] x R” + R”’ are Bore1 functions, the 
multimapping b: [O, l] x R” + P(R’) is Bore1 measurable (i.e., the set 
((t, U, v) E [0, 1 ] x R” x R’: u E b(t, u)} is Bore1 measurable), K is a closed 
subset of R”, and t, is a point in [0, 11. 
On the functions a, B we make the following assumptions: 
(3.1) Vr30, Vy,, y,eR” with 1.~~1, ly,l dr, Vte CO, 11 
l4c Y,) - 46 Y2)l G a,(t) I Y, - Y2l with a,~L’(0, 1) 
14~ YI)-B(c ~211 GPr(t)l.~, -Y,I with j?, E Ly’(O, 1) (f+$= 1); 
(3.2) Vr90, V~EER” with ly( <r, VIE [0, l] 
146 VII d M,(t) with M,EL’(O, 1) 
lB(c VII d N,(t) with N, E Ly’(O, 1) (i+.j= 1). 
About the function f we assume that 
(3.3) there exists C(E [l, +co] such that Vr30, VIE [0, 11, VlueR”, 
Vy, ZER” with Jyl, IzI Gr 
where p,(t, S) and LT,(~, S) are functions from [0, l] x [0, + cc [ into 
[0, + cc [ measurable in t, increasing and continuous in S, with p,( t, 0) = 
a,( t, 0) = 0, and such that z H ~~(t, /z(t)1 ), z H o,(t, lz( t)l ) are continuous 
operators from Y into L’(0, l), L”(0, l), respectively; 
(3.4) there exist ,I > 0 and a E L’(0, 1) such that 
w4p+ I4”)-4f)df(C 0, u), Vt E [0, I], Vu E R”, Vu E b(t, u); 
(if p = +cc or q = +CE the quantities IuIp, July in the left-hand side have to 
be substituted by xjuEHjr x{UEK}r respectively, where H is a bounded sub- 
set of R” and K is a bounded subset of R’); 
(3.5) there exist (u, v) E U x V such that 
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(i) v(f)~b(f, u(t)) for a.e. 2~ [0, l] 
(ii) f(t, 0, u(t)) E L’(0, 1). 
Set F(u, y) = J(u, y) + ~,,(u, y); then the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.1. The following compactness condition is sati?fied: for ever? 
(a, y) E U x Y and every sequence (u,, yh) -+ (u, y) in Ux Y with F(u,, yh) 
bounded, there e.uists a sequence (v,,) relatively compact in V such that for 
a.e. t E [0, 1 ] 
and y;(t) = 46 yh(f)) + Wf, .~df)) u,Jr). 
ProoJ Let (u, y)~ Ux Y and let (~~,y,,)-+(u, y) in Ux Y with 
F(u,, yh) bounded. Since (u,, yh) E A, there exists a measurable function 
r,,(t) such that for a.e. t E [0, 1 ] 
and yi(l) = a(& yh(f)) + H4 yn(r)) vh(f). 
By using (3.3 ), (3.4) we have for a suitable r > 0, 
~(l~,~Ip+I~hIY)-a(~)6f(~,0,~h) 
G.f(l> L’h, uh) + Pr(6 iuhl) + a,(t? I yhl )[ftr, ?ih, uh)l’z ‘Lz 
6 cf(f, yh, uh) + dt), (3.6) 
where c > 0 is a constant and y E L’(0, 1). Since J(u,, yh) is bounded, from 
(3.6) we get that (oh) is bounded in Ly(O, l), so that (vh) is compact 
inV. 1 
Then, by Proposition 2.4, to study the relaxation of F, it suffices to study 
the relaxation in (U x V) x Y of the functional 
R(u, v, y) =&, v, y) + x;i(u, c, Y), 
where 
J(u, v, Y)= I ’ fk y(t), u(t),u(t)) dt, 0 
.f(L Y, 4 v) = 
1 
f(f, 4 Y) if I) E b(t, U) 
+oO otherwise, 
;i={(u,v, y)EUxVxY: y’(t)=a(?,y(t))+B(t,y(t))v(t) 
a.e. on [0, 11, y(rO) E K}. 
‘WY.‘,25 I-IY 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. We have 
&px v, y-)x,z=xJ. 
Proof See Theorem 4.1 of [4]. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For every u E U, v E V, y E Y we have 
LJWX VI-, ym, 0, Y)=r,,,((Ux wAm4 0, Y) 
1 
= 
fr **Cc Y, u, v) dt, 0 
where f**(t, y, u, u) denotes the greatest function lower semicontinuous and 
convex in (u, v) which is less than or equal ro y(t, y, u, v). 
ProoJ Note that property (3.3) yields 
fct, Y,u,v)67(t,z,u,u)+p,(t,IY-zl)+a,(t, IY-zl)CT(t,z,u,v)l(~-‘)‘~ 
for all r > 0, t E [0, 11, u E R”, u E R’, and y, z E R” with 1 y(, IzI < r. Then 
the first equality 
L,Wx VI-, ymAY)=Lqwx w>w%44Y) 
follows from Proposition 2.5 by taking for /I yJI LI < r and llzll Lx < r 
dY> z) = IbAt, I Y(l) -z(t)1 III L’(O,l) + I/~r(t, IY(t)-z(t)oll,~(o,,,, 
qu, u, z) = 1 + [3(u, u, z)]‘“- ‘)‘x. 
To prove the second equality, fix YE r; then the functional 
(f4v)+-+~,e,((~x v>~,)G4v,Y) 
coincides with the greatest lower semicontinuous functional on U x V less 
than or equal to J(u, v, y) (see, e.g., [3 Propositions 1.4 and 1.51). 
Therefore, since IAf**(t, y, u, v) dt is lower semicontinuous in (u, u), the 
inequality 2 is proved. 
On the other hand, setting for every Bore1 subset B of [0, l] 
it is easy to see that Z(u, u, B) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1 of [S]. 
Then 
z(u, v, B) = j, g(t, u, v) dt 
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with g( t, . , . ) convex and lower semicontinuous. By the inequality 
it follows (see Lemma 2.2 of [S]) that 
for a.a. t E [0, l] and for all u E R”, u E R’. Since g(r, ., . ) is convex and 
lower semicontinuous, we have g( t, U, IJ) d T* *( f, J$ t), U, 1;) and so 
4~4, v, B) < I y**(t, y, u, v) dt. 1 B 
We conclude this section by the following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that hypotheses (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) are 
fulfilled. Then the relaxed,functional qf F can be written in the ,form 
where 
~={u,y)~UXY:y’(t)~a(t,~‘(t))+B(t,~~(t))~(t,u(f)) 
a.e. on CO, 11, y(t,) E Kj, 
Proqf: By using Propositions 2.2, 2.4, 3.2, 3.3, we obtain 
F(u, v) = inf t, y, u, v) dt + I,?( 24, u, y) : ~1 E V . 
Since J**(t, y, U, u) = +co when v$/?(t, u), we get 
a.e. on [0, I] 
i 
. 
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By using Propositions 9 and 10 of [13, pp. 33Ck3313, 
inf 
i, 
d f**( t, y,u, v)dt:u~ V,a(t, y)+B(t, y)u=y’a.e.on [0, l] 
= : At, Y, u, Y’) dt 5 
and so Theorem 3.4 is proved. 1 
The following example has been obtained with the contribution of 
Dr. E. Acerbi. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let n = m = I= 1; consider the problem of minimizing 
F(u, Y)= jol CU~+U-~+ Iv-YoI~I dt+Xiu.“‘=,,y(0)EK,u>O~. 
Here K is a closed subset of R, yOe L2(0, l), a(t, y) = 0, B(t, y) = 1, 
b(t,u)={l/u} and 
f(t, Y, u)=u2+u-2+ IY-Yo12+x(.>o). 
It is easy to see that, with p = q = 2, conditions (3.1)-(3.5) are fulfilled. It 
remains to calculate f(t, y, U, W) = T**(t, y, U, w). Denote by g(u, w) the 
greatest function convex and lower semicontinuous in (u, w) which is less 
than or equal to u2+ w~+x{,,~=~,~,~); then it is immediate to see that 
Jr**@, y, 4 w) = Au, w) + I Y - Yo12. 
The function u2 + w2 + 2( uw - 1) + x (Uw a,,U, ,,) is convex, lower semicon- 
tinuous, and less than or equal to u2 + w2 + 1 iU,,, = i+, 0) ; so 
u* + w2 + 2(uw - 1) + x{w~> I,U>O) < g(u. w). 






(u, w) = 4a> 6) + da, B); 
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A4 w) < Ma, 6) f pg(a, p) < l(a2 + b’) + p(a2 + 0’) 
=~[(a+b)*-2ab]+p[(a+fi)*-22a~] 
= (a + b)‘- 2 = a2 + b2. 
But b - u’ = u - a; therefore from ab = 1 it follows that a2 - u( u + \v) + 1 = 0 
and so 
g(u, w) 6 a* + (2.4 + w - a)2 = 2~7~ + (U + 1~)~ - 2a(u + Iv) = lu + )$,)2 _ 2 
= u2 + w2 + 2(UM’- 1). 
Finally, the relaxed functional is 
RUT y)= j’ c~2+.Y’2+2(~Y’- I)+ Il-.Yo121 dt+Xiu,,,>,,..~co,tK.u>OI 
0 
Moreover, by Remark 2.3, for every h E L’(0, 1) the relaxed problem of 
F(u, y) + j; hu dt is F((u, y) + {,!, hu dt. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let t;(u, y) be as in Example 3.5; assume that the control 
variable u is subject to constraints l/cd u < c for some c 2 1. By repeating 
the calculations of Example 3.5 one find that the relaxed functional P((u, J) 
is 
where /3(u)= [l/u, c+ (l/c) - u]. Again, by Remark 2.3, we obtain that 
for every hE L2(0, 1) the relaxed problem of F(u, 1,) + jh hu dt is 
F( u, y) + j; hu dt. 
4. PROBLEMS WITH ELLIPTIC STATE EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider optimal control problems governed by elliptic 
partial differential equations. Let n, m be positive integers, let Q c R” be an 
open subset with a Lipschitz boundary, and let p, q E 11, + XI] with 
q3 2n/(n + 2). We note by Y the space HA(Q) endowed with its weak 
topology, by U the space LP(Q; R”) endowed with its weak topology 
(weak* if p= +co), and by V the space LY(Q) endowed with its weak 
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topology (weak* if q= +a). Let f:QxRxR”+[O, +oo] be a Bore1 
function; for every (u, y) E U x Y define 
J(u, Y) = jQfk Y, u) dx. 
The admissible set A is defined by 
A = { (24, y) E U x Y: (Ly)(x) E b(x, u(x)) a.e. on Q}, 
where b: Q x R” + P(R) is a Bore1 measurable multimapping and 
L= - i Di(a,i(x)D,) 
i,j= 1 
is an uniformly elliptic operator with aii = aji E L”(Q) and 
mlz12d ~ U,j(X)ZjZj~MlZ12, VXEQ,VZER” (O<WZ<M). 
r,j= 1 
About the function f we assume that 
(4.1) there exists CIE [l, +co] such that VXEQ, VUER~, Vy, ZER 
f(x, Y, u)Gf(x, 2, u)+pk Iy-zl)+4x, Iv-4)Cf(x, z, u)l+l)‘E 
where p(x, S) and a(x, S) are two functions from I2 x [0, + co[ into 
[0, + cc [ measurable in x, increasing and continuous in S, with p(x, 0) = 
a(x, 0) = 0, and such that z I-+ p(x, Iz(x)\), z H 0(x, [z(x)1 ) are sequentially 
continuous operators from Y into L’(Q), L”(Q) respectively; 
(4.2) there exist A > 0 and b E L’(Q) such that 
~Oulp+ 14Y)-b(x)~f(x, 0, ~1, Vx E Q, Vu E R”, Vu E b(x, u) 
(if p = + CC or q = +KI the quantities IuIp, 1111~ in the left-hand side have to 
be substituted by x{,,~~), xIVEKJ, respectively, where H is a bounded sub- 
set of R” and K is a bounded subset of R); 
(4.3) there exist (u, U)E U x V such that 
(i) u(x)E b(x, u(x)) for a.e. XESZ 
(ii) f(x, 0, u(x)) E L’(Q). 
Set F( U, y) = J(u, y) + xn(u, y); as in Lemma 3.1 we can prove the com- 
pactness condition: 
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for every (u, y) E U x Y and for every sequence (u,, yh) + (u, ~1) 
in L/x Y with F(u,,, yh) bounded, there exists a sequence (c,,) 
relatively compact in V such that 
uh(x) E b(x, uh(x)) for a.e. x E 52 and Ly,, = vh. 
Then, again by Proposition 2.4, to study the relaxation of F, it suffices to 
study the relaxation in (U x V) x Y of the functional 
&4, 1;, y) = 3(u, t’, y) + XJ(U. I’, y), 
where 
.7lx, L’, K 0) = 
f(& L', u) if u E h(x, u) 
SK otherwise, 
PROPOSITION 4.1. We have rseq ( U x V, Y ) i: 7 = ): ,i. 
Pro~$ See Lemma 3.2 of [4]. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For every u E U, v E V, y E Y we huvr 
r,,,((Ux V) -, Y)J(u, v, y)=r,,,((ux I') , rs,.m I', J.1 
where ,T**(x, y, u, v) denotes the greatest ,fknction lobr,er .vemicontinuous and 
convex in (u, v) which is less than or equal to ,f’(.y, y, u, r ). 
Proof: It is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.3 by taking 
4.r, 4 = lldx, I y(x) -4-x)1 )I1 L’(R) + 114-y, I .d-u) - =C-y)l Il /,qajlr 
@(u, L:, z)= 1 + [S(U, II, z)]‘“- ‘)‘X. 1 
We conclude with the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that hypotheses (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) urc 
fu@lled. Then the relaxed functional cun he written in the,ji,rm 
Flu, y) = ?:I2j**(x, y, u, L.,v) d-x + x,du, ~9, 
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A = [(u, y) E U x Y: (Ly)(x) e p(x, u(x)) ae. on Q}, 
~(x,~)={u~R:(~,u)~Z{(~,p)~R’“xR:p~b(x,tl)}}. 
Proof. By using Propositions 2.2, 2.4, 4.1, 4.2, we obtain 
F(u,y)=inf f~~**(l,p,~~~)dX+~~~.“=“~:~tVj. 
i 
Since f**(x, y, U, u) = +co when uq! /?(x, u), we obtain 
~C~JJ)=X,T(~Y)+~~~ I,f**(x.~.,u,o)dx+~~~~=~):u~VI 
i 
= xz(u, Y) + s T**(x, Y, u, LY) dx. I c2 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider the problem of minimizing 
-*+ lv-Yo121 dx+x {udy=I,l/c~u~,r,yEH~(R)}. 
Here y, E L’(Q), c > 1 is a constant, and A denotes the Laplace operator. It 
is easy to see that, with p = q = 2, conditions (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) are 




where j?(u) = [l/u, c + (l/c) - u]. Again, by Remark 2.3, we obtain that for 
every MEL* the relaxed problem of F(u, JJ) +Jn hu dx is 
Flu, y) + jn hu dx. 
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